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Motivation | thin-walled structures & FEniCS

Challenges (past)
▶ higher-order geometry of initial configuration (curvature/director)
▶ quadrilateral cells
▶ easy formulation in UFL

Existing approaches (FEniCS)
▶ PDEs on manifolds (Rognes et al. ����, [�], no structures)
▶ fenics-shells (Hale et al. ����, [�], requires explicit geometry map)
▶ comet-fenics (Bleyer ����, [�], tangent triad by projection)

Straightforward formulation of thin-walled structures: demos in dolfiny
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Tangential differential calculus (TDC) | brief introduction

Geometry
▶ manifold Γ of codimension � (or �) embedded in physical spaceℝ3

▶ manifold representation: explicitly (surface atlas) or implicitly
▶ normal vector nΓ(x) ∈ ℝ3; tangent space projector P(x) = I−nΓ(x) ⊗nΓ(x)

Surface gradients
▶ surface gradient of scalar function in UFL

U = dolfinx.FunctionSpace(mesh, ...) # mesh with gdim=3, tdim=1 or 2
u = dolfinx.Function(U)
du_dx = ufl.grad(u) # (3x1), directional gradient
du_dt = P * du_dx # (3x1), tangential gradient

▶ surface gradient of vector function in UFL

U = dolfinx.VectorFunctionSpace(mesh, ...) # mesh with gdim=3, tdim=1 or 2
u = dolfinx.Function(U)
du_dx = ufl.grad(u) # (3x3), directional gradient
du_dt = P * du_dx # (3x3), tangential gradient / covariant gradient

▶ restriction to tangent space: utang = Pu, Atang = PAP
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Tangential differential calculus (TDC) | configurations
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TDC in FEniCSx/UFL | truss/cable structures

mesh = ... # mesh of gdim=3, tdim=1, q = geometry order
Uf = dolfinx.fem.FunctionSpace(mesh, ("CG", p)) # p = physics order
u, δu = dolfinx.fem.Function(Uf, name='u'), ufl.TestFunction(Uf) # displacement in R^{gdim}

# Geometry
x0 = ufl.SpatialCoordinate(mesh) # x0 = coordinates in undeformed configuration (mesh)
t0 = ufl.geometry.Jacobian(mesh)[:, 0] # t0 = tangent in undeformed configuration (mesh)
P = ufl.outer(t0, t0) / ufl.dot(t0, t0)

# Kinematics
b0 = x0 # placement in undeformed configuration
b = x0 + u # placement in the deformed configuration

J0 = ufl.grad(b0) # configuration gradient, undeformed configuration
J = ufl.grad(b) # configuration gradient, deformed configuration

# Green-Lagrange strain tensor (gdim x gdim)
E = (J.T * J - J0.T * J0) / 2 # directional
Em = P * E * P # tangential (in-plane = membrane)
δEm = ufl.derivative(Em, u, δu) # 1st variation of Em

# PK2 stress tensor (gdim x gdim)
S = 2 * μ * E + λ * ufl.tr(E) * I # directional (SVK with Lamé constants)
Sm = P * S * P # tangential (in-plane = membrane)
Sm *= A0 # tangential stress resultant, A0 = section area

# Weak form
f = - ufl.inner(δEm, Sm) * dx # + external virtual work

# Define and solve the nonlinear problem
F = dolfiny.function.extract_blocks(f, [δu]) # list of forms
problem = dolfiny.snesblockproblem.SNESBlockProblem(F, [u], bcs) # nonlinear problem
problem.solve()
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TDC in FEniCSx/UFL | membrane structures

mesh = ... # mesh of gdim=3, tdim=2, q = geometry order
Uf = dolfinx.fem.FunctionSpace(mesh, ("CG", p)) # p = physics order
u, δu = dolfinx.fem.Function(Uf, name='u'), ufl.TestFunction(Uf) # displacement in R^{gdim}

# Geometry
x0 = ufl.SpatialCoordinate(mesh) # x0 = coordinates in undeformed configuration (mesh)
n0 = ufl.CellNormal(mesh) # n0 = unit normal in undeformed configuration (mesh)
P = I - ufl.outer(n0, n0) # I = ufl.Identity(gdim)

# Kinematics
b0 = x0 # placement in undeformed configuration
b = x0 + u # placement in the deformed configuration

J0 = ufl.grad(b0) # configuration gradient, undeformed configuration
J = ufl.grad(b) # configuration gradient, deformed configuration

# Green-Lagrange strain tensor (gdim x gdim)
E = (J.T * J - J0.T * J0) / 2 # directional
Em = P * E * P # tangential (in-plane = membrane)
δEm = ufl.derivative(Em, u, δu) # 1st variation of Em

# PK2 stress tensor (gdim x gdim)
S = 2 * μ * E + λ * ufl.tr(E) * I # directional (SVK with Lamé constants, plane stress)
Sm = P * S * P # tangential (in-plane = membrane)
Sm *= h0 # tangential stress resultant, h0 = membrane thickness

# Weak form
f = - ufl.inner(δEm, Sm) * dx # + external virtual work

# Define and solve the nonlinear problem
F = dolfiny.function.extract_blocks(f, [δu]) # list of forms
problem = dolfiny.snesblockproblem.SNESBlockProblem(F, [u], bcs) # nonlinear problem
problem.solve()
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TDC in FEniCSx/UFL | shell structures (Reissner/Naghdi)

mesh = ... # mesh of gdim=3, tdim=2, q = geometry order
Uf = dolfinx.fem.FunctionSpace(mesh, ("CG", p)) # p = physics order
Rf = dolfinx.fem.FunctionSpace(mesh, ("CG", p)) # p = physics order
u, δu = dolfinx.fem.Function(Uf, name='u'), ufl.TestFunction(Uf) # displacement in R^{gdim}
r, δr = dolfinx.fem.Function(Rf, name='r'), ufl.TestFunction(Rf) # rotation in R^{gdim}

# Geometry
x0 = ufl.SpatialCoordinate(mesh) # x0 = coordinates in undeformed configuration (mesh)
n0 = ufl.CellNormal(mesh) # n0 = unit normal in undeformed configuration (mesh)
P = I - ufl.outer(n0, n0) # I = ufl.Identity(gdim)

# Through-tickness variable
Ξ = dolfinx.fem.FunctionSpace(mesh, ("DG", q))
ξ = dolfinx.fem.Function(Ξ, name='ξ')

# Kinematics
b0 = x0 + ξ * n0 # placement in undeformed configuration
b = (x0 + u) + ξ * (R * n0) # placement in the deformed configuration

# Configuration gradient, un-deformed configuration
J0 = ufl.grad(b0) - ufl.outer(n0, n0) # = P * ufl.grad(x0) + ufl.grad(ξ * n0)
J0 = ufl.algorithms.apply_algebra_lowering.apply_algebra_lowering(J0)
J0 = ufl.algorithms.apply_derivatives.apply_derivatives(J0)
J0 = ufl.replace(J0, {ufl.grad(ξ): n0})

# Configuration gradient, deformed configuration
J = ufl.grad(b) - ufl.outer(n0, n0) # = P * ufl.grad(x0) + ufl.grad(u + ξ * (R * n0))
J = ufl.algorithms.apply_algebra_lowering.apply_algebra_lowering(J)
J = ufl.algorithms.apply_derivatives.apply_derivatives(J)
J = ufl.replace(J, {ufl.grad(ξ): n0})
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TDC in FEniCSx/UFL | shell structures (Reissner/Naghdi) II

# Green-Lagrange strains (total): determined by deformation kinematics
E = (J.T * J - J0.T * J0) / 2 # directional GL strain
# Membrane strain
Em = P * ufl.replace(E, {ξ: 0.0}) * P
# Bending strain
Eb = ufl.diff(E, ξ)
Eb = ufl.algorithms.apply_algebra_lowering.apply_algebra_lowering(Eb)
Eb = ufl.algorithms.apply_derivatives.apply_derivatives(Eb)
Eb = P * ufl.replace(Eb, {ξ: 0.0}) * P
# Shear strain
Es = ufl.replace(E, {ξ: 0.0}) - P * ufl.replace(E, {ξ: 0.0}) * P

# Variation of elastic Green-Lagrange strains
δEm = ufl.derivative(Em, u, δu) + ufl.derivative(Em, r, δr)
δEs = ufl.derivative(Es, u, δu) + ufl.derivative(Es, r, δr)
δEb = ufl.derivative(Eb, u, δu) + ufl.derivative(Eb, r, δr)

# PK2 stress
S = 2 * μ * E + λ * ufl.tr(E) * I # directional (SVK with Lamé constants, plane stress)
# Membrane stress
Sm = P * ufl.replace(S, {ξ: 0.0}) * P
# Bending stress
Sb = ufl.diff(S, ξ)
Sb = ufl.algorithms.apply_algebra_lowering.apply_algebra_lowering(Sb)
Sb = ufl.algorithms.apply_derivatives.apply_derivatives(Sb)
Sb = P * ufl.replace(Sb, {ξ: 0.0}) * P
# Shear strain
Ss = ufl.replace(S, {ξ: 0.0}) - P * ufl.replace(S, {ξ: 0.0}) * P

# Stress resultant tensors
Sm *= h0; Ss *= h0; Sb *= h0**3 / 12

# Weak form (shown without reduced integration, drill removal)
f = - ufl.inner(δEm, Sm) * dx - ufl.inner(δEb, Sb) * dx - ufl.inner(δEs, Ss) * dx # + ext. virtual work
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TDC Reissner beam | nonlinear analysis (load stepping)

▶ straight/curved beam subject to tip moment
▶ planar beam embedded in �d space (x-z plane)
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TDC Naghdi shell | nonlinear analysis (load stepping)

▶ cylinder subject to nodal load, [��]
▶ fenics-shells, [�]
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TDC Naghdi shell | nonlinear analysis (continuation)

▶ cylinder subject to line load
▶ fenics-shells, [�]
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Continuation | follow the equilibrium path
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A FAST INCREMENTAL/ITERATIVE SOLUTION 
PROCEDURE THAT HANDLES 

“SNAP-THROUGH” 

M. A. C RIS F I E L D 

Transport and Road Research Laboratory, Department of the Environment, 
Crowthornc, Berkshire RGl 1 6AV, England 

(Received 25 April 1980) 

Abstract- Riks [l) has recently proposed a new solution procedure for overcoming limit points. To this 
end, he adds, to the standard equilibrium equations, a constraint equation fixing the length of the incre- 
mental load step in load/deflection space. The applied load level becomes an additional variable. 

The present paper describes a means of modifying Rik’s approach so that it is suitable for use with the 
finite element method. The procedure is applied in conjunction with the modified Newton-Rapbson method 
in both its original and accelerated forms. The resulting techniques not only allow limit points to be passed. 
but also, improve the convergence characteristics of the unconstrained iterative procedures. Illustrative 
examples include the large deflection analysis of shallow elastic shells and the collapse analysis of a stiffened 
steel diaphragm from a box-girder bridge. 

I N T R O D U C l l O N  

Snap-through and snap-back buckling phenomena 
(Fig. 1) pose some of the most difficult problems in non- 
linear struotural analysis. For most practical problems, 
it is quite unnecessary to trace such a convulated load/ 
deflection path as that shown in Fig. 1. Indeed, were 
such a path to be traced, most analyses would trace the 
static path ABCDEFGHIJ and thus infer the dynamic 
“snaps”. Although the analyses are therefore somewhat 
artificial, they may be very important. 

Dd*n,on. p 

Fig. 1. “Snap buckling” 

For some problems. all that may appear to be 
required is the load level at the first limit point. How- 
ever, without analysis techniques that allow the limit 
points to be passed. even this information may be un- 
available or unreliable. “Collapse loads” are often 
associated with a failure to achieve convergence with 
the iterative solution procedure. However, it may only 
be the iterative solution procedure that has collapsed 
(possibly as a consequence of round-off error). For 
other problems. the analysis may be performed on an 
individual component of a complete structure. In such a 
situation, it may be important to obtain information on 
the nature of the load shedding following the limit 
points, in order to assess the performance of the com- 
plete structure. 

When analysing relatively simple structures, it is 
tempting to try and avoid the full complexities of a 
“snap analysis” by applying a simple form of displace- 
ment control. Such ‘displacement control” may simul- 
ate a physical testing procedure. For instance, referring 
to Fig. 1, if the displacement p were to be prescribed, 
the limit point B could be passed and the load-shedding 
curve BC could be traced. However, a similar procedure 
would fail at_ or just before, the limit point G. This fail- 
ure might not matter if the analyst could conclude 
“Following the (local) maximum at F, there is a very 
sharp drop-off in load”. However, the dramatic non- 
linear behaviour associated with the limit point G may 
induce a failure in the incremental/iterative solution 
procedure at point E (Fig. 1). In such a situation, the 
analyst is left with no information on the nature of the 
failure and may not even be sure that he has a htruc- 
tural (rather than numerical) collapse. Consequently, 
non-linear finite element computer programs should 
be provided with solution procedures that will handle 
such %napping phenomena” particularly if this can be 
achieved without resorting to many ‘special tech- 
niques” [2]. Present procedures generally involve the 
use of fictitious springs [3] or adopt some form of 
“displacement control” [4, S]. The main disadvantage 
of the former method is the trial and error often in- 
volved in the selection of the appropriate springs [6]. 
The disadvantages of the latter method relate to the 
selection of the appropriate displacement variable. For 
instance, Maewal and Nachbar [7] note the necessity 
to change the prescribed displacement variable fol- 
lowing slow convergence or divergence of the iterative 
solution procedure. 

Began et al. [6,8] use the ‘kurrent stiffness param- 
eter” [S], to predict the position of the local maximum 
or minimum. They then suppress the equilibrium itera- 
tions in the ncighbourhood of the extremum (limit) 
point and reverse the sign of the load following a change 
in the sign of the determinant of the tangent stiffness 
matrix. The supression of the equilibrium iterations 
dictates the provision of very small load increments 
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close to the limit point and also leads to a local drift 
from equilibrium. 

RIKS METHOD 
Figure 2(a) tllustrates the applicatron of Rik’s 

procedure [l] to the solution of a one-dimensional 
problem. Riks used the normal to the tangent rather 
than the circular path. The latter method is slightly less 
likely to fail (Fig. 2a) and has been applied in the 

_I 
Ib, WITH HOOlFlEO NEWTON-RUktsoU TECHNIOUE 

Fig. 2. Rtks’s method (I). (a) With Newton-Raphson tech- 
nique: (b) with modified Newton-Raphson technique. 

present work. For a problem with N displacement 
variables, the following constraint equation is added 
to the usual N equilibrium equations. 

hpTAp+ti=qTq= Al= (1) 

Ap is the incremental displacement vector and q is the 
total applied loading vector. The “loading parameter” 
is the scalar i while AI fixes the “length” of the incre- 
ment in N+ I dimensional space. The N equilibrium 
equations involve the N+ 1 unknowns p and i. and can 
be written in the form 

(2) 

(The external load vector q,,, will normally be referred 
to as q.) Riks applied his technique to the analysis of a 
shallow circular arch and solved the N+ 1 equations 
using the Newton-Raphson (N-R) method. 

The Newton-Raphson method is not often used with 
the finite element method, the modified Newton- 
Raphson method (m.N-R) being generally preferred 
[9]. When using the m.N-R procedure, the tangent 
stiffness matrix is neither re-formed nor re-factorised at 

each iteration but is, instead held fixed. In the current 
version, the tangent stiffness matrix is only formed and 
factor&d at the beginning of each load increment. 
Figure 2(b) illustrates the combination of Rik’s pro- 
cedure with the m.N-R method for the one-dimensional 
problem of Fig. 2(a). 

A MODIFIED RIKS METHOD 
Even having substituted the m.N-R method for the 

N-R procedure, Rik’s technique is still not suitable for 
use with the standard finite element method. Un- 
fortunately, the direct simultaneous solution of eqns ( 1) 
and (2) destroys the symmetric banded nature of the 
equilibrium equations (eqns 2) on then own (with i. 
taken as a constant). Fortunately, the problem can be 
overcome by adopting a technique similar to that 
advocated by Batoz and Dhatt [5] for standard “dis- 
placement control”. Using such a procedure, eqn (2) 
is re-written to express the out-of-balance force vector 
(or gradient of the total potential energy), g. as: 

g(A.+fsi)=g(n)-&q=o. (3) 
Consequently, the iterative change (6,) given by the 
m.N-R method, can be expressed as: 

ai= -K-‘g(l,+SLi)=6Ai,)+6i,S, (4) 
where S,&) is the standard iterative change for some 
known fixed out-of-balance force vector, g,&) with 
known ii and K is the tangent stiffness matrix at the 
beginning of the “load increment”, i.e. 

&ii)= -K-‘g,&) (5) 
while Jr is the tangential displacement. 

Sr=K-‘q (61 
which was required for the original tangential solution 

APO = A&6, (7) 
with Ai, being some assumed initial incremental 
loading parameter (see Fig 2) and Api being the incre- 
mental displacement vector such that 

hPi+l =Api+6,. (81 

Instead of applying the constraint of eqn (1), numerical 
experience has shown that it is preferable to fix the 
“incremental length”, Al, in N dimensional space. i.e. 
eqn ( 1) is replaced by 

Ap’Api= Al= (9) 
for all iterations, i. Substituting from eqns (4) and (8) 
into eqn (9) gives the following quadratic equation for 
the change, 61, in the loading parameter: 

a,6$+a,&,+a,=O (10) 

where 

a, =&ST 

a2=2(LiPi+&&))T6~ (11) 
a,=(Api+~~ii))T(Ap,+6,Jli,))-A12. 

The two roots of this scalar quadratic equation will be 
designated 6&r and 6&. To avoid “doubling back” on 
the original load/deiIection path, the ‘angle” between 
the incremental displacement vector, APi before the 
present iteration, and the incremental vector. AP,+, 
after the current iteration, should be positive. From 

r(u, 𝜆) = −f𝑖(u) + 𝜆f𝑒(u)
!= 0

Riks arc-length method (����) [��]
Solve for u𝑘+1 = u𝑘 + Δu, 𝜆𝑘+1 = 𝜆𝑘 + Δ𝜆 in
an incremental procedure such that

0 = −f𝑖(u𝑘+1) + 𝜆𝑘+1f𝑒(u𝑘+1) (�)

0 = ΔuTΔu + 𝜓(Δ𝜆f𝑒)T(Δ𝜆f𝑒) − Δ𝑠2 (�)

→ augmented algebraic system (ndof + �)

Crisfield’s approach (����) [��]
▶ linearise (�) and isolate NR corrections

du𝑖 and du𝑒 through two linear solves
▶ solve (�) for correction d𝜆
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When analysing relatively simple structures, it is 
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“snap analysis” by applying a simple form of displace- 
ment control. Such ‘displacement control” may simul- 
ate a physical testing procedure. For instance, referring 
to Fig. 1, if the displacement p were to be prescribed, 
the limit point B could be passed and the load-shedding 
curve BC could be traced. However, a similar procedure 
would fail at_ or just before, the limit point G. This fail- 
ure might not matter if the analyst could conclude 
“Following the (local) maximum at F, there is a very 
sharp drop-off in load”. However, the dramatic non- 
linear behaviour associated with the limit point G may 
induce a failure in the incremental/iterative solution 
procedure at point E (Fig. 1). In such a situation, the 
analyst is left with no information on the nature of the 
failure and may not even be sure that he has a htruc- 
tural (rather than numerical) collapse. Consequently, 
non-linear finite element computer programs should 
be provided with solution procedures that will handle 
such %napping phenomena” particularly if this can be 
achieved without resorting to many ‘special tech- 
niques” [2]. Present procedures generally involve the 
use of fictitious springs [3] or adopt some form of 
“displacement control” [4, S]. The main disadvantage 
of the former method is the trial and error often in- 
volved in the selection of the appropriate springs [6]. 
The disadvantages of the latter method relate to the 
selection of the appropriate displacement variable. For 
instance, Maewal and Nachbar [7] note the necessity 
to change the prescribed displacement variable fol- 
lowing slow convergence or divergence of the iterative 
solution procedure. 

Began et al. [6,8] use the ‘kurrent stiffness param- 
eter” [S], to predict the position of the local maximum 
or minimum. They then suppress the equilibrium itera- 
tions in the ncighbourhood of the extremum (limit) 
point and reverse the sign of the load following a change 
in the sign of the determinant of the tangent stiffness 
matrix. The supression of the equilibrium iterations 
dictates the provision of very small load increments 
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close to the limit point and also leads to a local drift 
from equilibrium. 

RIKS METHOD 
Figure 2(a) tllustrates the applicatron of Rik’s 

procedure [l] to the solution of a one-dimensional 
problem. Riks used the normal to the tangent rather 
than the circular path. The latter method is slightly less 
likely to fail (Fig. 2a) and has been applied in the 

_I 
Ib, WITH HOOlFlEO NEWTON-RUktsoU TECHNIOUE 

Fig. 2. Rtks’s method (I). (a) With Newton-Raphson tech- 
nique: (b) with modified Newton-Raphson technique. 

present work. For a problem with N displacement 
variables, the following constraint equation is added 
to the usual N equilibrium equations. 

hpTAp+ti=qTq= Al= (1) 

Ap is the incremental displacement vector and q is the 
total applied loading vector. The “loading parameter” 
is the scalar i while AI fixes the “length” of the incre- 
ment in N+ I dimensional space. The N equilibrium 
equations involve the N+ 1 unknowns p and i. and can 
be written in the form 

(2) 

(The external load vector q,,, will normally be referred 
to as q.) Riks applied his technique to the analysis of a 
shallow circular arch and solved the N+ 1 equations 
using the Newton-Raphson (N-R) method. 

The Newton-Raphson method is not often used with 
the finite element method, the modified Newton- 
Raphson method (m.N-R) being generally preferred 
[9]. When using the m.N-R procedure, the tangent 
stiffness matrix is neither re-formed nor re-factorised at 

each iteration but is, instead held fixed. In the current 
version, the tangent stiffness matrix is only formed and 
factor&d at the beginning of each load increment. 
Figure 2(b) illustrates the combination of Rik’s pro- 
cedure with the m.N-R method for the one-dimensional 
problem of Fig. 2(a). 

A MODIFIED RIKS METHOD 
Even having substituted the m.N-R method for the 

N-R procedure, Rik’s technique is still not suitable for 
use with the standard finite element method. Un- 
fortunately, the direct simultaneous solution of eqns ( 1) 
and (2) destroys the symmetric banded nature of the 
equilibrium equations (eqns 2) on then own (with i. 
taken as a constant). Fortunately, the problem can be 
overcome by adopting a technique similar to that 
advocated by Batoz and Dhatt [5] for standard “dis- 
placement control”. Using such a procedure, eqn (2) 
is re-written to express the out-of-balance force vector 
(or gradient of the total potential energy), g. as: 

g(A.+fsi)=g(n)-&q=o. (3) 
Consequently, the iterative change (6,) given by the 
m.N-R method, can be expressed as: 

ai= -K-‘g(l,+SLi)=6Ai,)+6i,S, (4) 
where S,&) is the standard iterative change for some 
known fixed out-of-balance force vector, g,&) with 
known ii and K is the tangent stiffness matrix at the 
beginning of the “load increment”, i.e. 

&ii)= -K-‘g,&) (5) 
while Jr is the tangential displacement. 

Sr=K-‘q (61 
which was required for the original tangential solution 

APO = A&6, (7) 
with Ai, being some assumed initial incremental 
loading parameter (see Fig 2) and Api being the incre- 
mental displacement vector such that 

hPi+l =Api+6,. (81 

Instead of applying the constraint of eqn (1), numerical 
experience has shown that it is preferable to fix the 
“incremental length”, Al, in N dimensional space. i.e. 
eqn ( 1) is replaced by 

Ap’Api= Al= (9) 
for all iterations, i. Substituting from eqns (4) and (8) 
into eqn (9) gives the following quadratic equation for 
the change, 61, in the loading parameter: 

a,6$+a,&,+a,=O (10) 

where 

a, =&ST 

a2=2(LiPi+&&))T6~ (11) 
a,=(Api+~~ii))T(Ap,+6,Jli,))-A12. 

The two roots of this scalar quadratic equation will be 
designated 6&r and 6&. To avoid “doubling back” on 
the original load/deiIection path, the ‘angle” between 
the incremental displacement vector, APi before the 
present iteration, and the incremental vector. AP,+, 
after the current iteration, should be positive. From 

r(u, 𝜆) = −f𝑖(u) + 𝜆f𝑒(u)
!= 0

Riks arc-length method (����) [��]
Solve for u𝑘+1 = u𝑘 + Δu, 𝜆𝑘+1 = 𝜆𝑘 + Δ𝜆 in
an incremental procedure such that

0 = −f𝑖(u𝑘+1) + 𝜆𝑘+1f𝑒(u𝑘+1) (�)

0 = ΔuTΔu + 𝜓(Δ𝜆f𝑒)T(Δ𝜆f𝑒) − Δ𝑠2 (�)

→ augmented algebraic system (ndof + �)

Crisfield’s approach (����) [��]
▶ linearise (�) and isolate NR corrections

du𝑖 and du𝑒 through two linear solves
▶ solve (�) for correction d𝜆

��
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Abstract- Riks [l) has recently proposed a new solution procedure for overcoming limit points. To this 
end, he adds, to the standard equilibrium equations, a constraint equation fixing the length of the incre- 
mental load step in load/deflection space. The applied load level becomes an additional variable. 

The present paper describes a means of modifying Rik’s approach so that it is suitable for use with the 
finite element method. The procedure is applied in conjunction with the modified Newton-Rapbson method 
in both its original and accelerated forms. The resulting techniques not only allow limit points to be passed. 
but also, improve the convergence characteristics of the unconstrained iterative procedures. Illustrative 
examples include the large deflection analysis of shallow elastic shells and the collapse analysis of a stiffened 
steel diaphragm from a box-girder bridge. 

I N T R O D U C l l O N  

Snap-through and snap-back buckling phenomena 
(Fig. 1) pose some of the most difficult problems in non- 
linear struotural analysis. For most practical problems, 
it is quite unnecessary to trace such a convulated load/ 
deflection path as that shown in Fig. 1. Indeed, were 
such a path to be traced, most analyses would trace the 
static path ABCDEFGHIJ and thus infer the dynamic 
“snaps”. Although the analyses are therefore somewhat 
artificial, they may be very important. 

Dd*n,on. p 

Fig. 1. “Snap buckling” 

For some problems. all that may appear to be 
required is the load level at the first limit point. How- 
ever, without analysis techniques that allow the limit 
points to be passed. even this information may be un- 
available or unreliable. “Collapse loads” are often 
associated with a failure to achieve convergence with 
the iterative solution procedure. However, it may only 
be the iterative solution procedure that has collapsed 
(possibly as a consequence of round-off error). For 
other problems. the analysis may be performed on an 
individual component of a complete structure. In such a 
situation, it may be important to obtain information on 
the nature of the load shedding following the limit 
points, in order to assess the performance of the com- 
plete structure. 

When analysing relatively simple structures, it is 
tempting to try and avoid the full complexities of a 
“snap analysis” by applying a simple form of displace- 
ment control. Such ‘displacement control” may simul- 
ate a physical testing procedure. For instance, referring 
to Fig. 1, if the displacement p were to be prescribed, 
the limit point B could be passed and the load-shedding 
curve BC could be traced. However, a similar procedure 
would fail at_ or just before, the limit point G. This fail- 
ure might not matter if the analyst could conclude 
“Following the (local) maximum at F, there is a very 
sharp drop-off in load”. However, the dramatic non- 
linear behaviour associated with the limit point G may 
induce a failure in the incremental/iterative solution 
procedure at point E (Fig. 1). In such a situation, the 
analyst is left with no information on the nature of the 
failure and may not even be sure that he has a htruc- 
tural (rather than numerical) collapse. Consequently, 
non-linear finite element computer programs should 
be provided with solution procedures that will handle 
such %napping phenomena” particularly if this can be 
achieved without resorting to many ‘special tech- 
niques” [2]. Present procedures generally involve the 
use of fictitious springs [3] or adopt some form of 
“displacement control” [4, S]. The main disadvantage 
of the former method is the trial and error often in- 
volved in the selection of the appropriate springs [6]. 
The disadvantages of the latter method relate to the 
selection of the appropriate displacement variable. For 
instance, Maewal and Nachbar [7] note the necessity 
to change the prescribed displacement variable fol- 
lowing slow convergence or divergence of the iterative 
solution procedure. 

Began et al. [6,8] use the ‘kurrent stiffness param- 
eter” [S], to predict the position of the local maximum 
or minimum. They then suppress the equilibrium itera- 
tions in the ncighbourhood of the extremum (limit) 
point and reverse the sign of the load following a change 
in the sign of the determinant of the tangent stiffness 
matrix. The supression of the equilibrium iterations 
dictates the provision of very small load increments 
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close to the limit point and also leads to a local drift 
from equilibrium. 

RIKS METHOD 
Figure 2(a) tllustrates the applicatron of Rik’s 

procedure [l] to the solution of a one-dimensional 
problem. Riks used the normal to the tangent rather 
than the circular path. The latter method is slightly less 
likely to fail (Fig. 2a) and has been applied in the 
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Fig. 2. Rtks’s method (I). (a) With Newton-Raphson tech- 
nique: (b) with modified Newton-Raphson technique. 

present work. For a problem with N displacement 
variables, the following constraint equation is added 
to the usual N equilibrium equations. 

hpTAp+ti=qTq= Al= (1) 

Ap is the incremental displacement vector and q is the 
total applied loading vector. The “loading parameter” 
is the scalar i while AI fixes the “length” of the incre- 
ment in N+ I dimensional space. The N equilibrium 
equations involve the N+ 1 unknowns p and i. and can 
be written in the form 

(2) 

(The external load vector q,,, will normally be referred 
to as q.) Riks applied his technique to the analysis of a 
shallow circular arch and solved the N+ 1 equations 
using the Newton-Raphson (N-R) method. 

The Newton-Raphson method is not often used with 
the finite element method, the modified Newton- 
Raphson method (m.N-R) being generally preferred 
[9]. When using the m.N-R procedure, the tangent 
stiffness matrix is neither re-formed nor re-factorised at 

each iteration but is, instead held fixed. In the current 
version, the tangent stiffness matrix is only formed and 
factor&d at the beginning of each load increment. 
Figure 2(b) illustrates the combination of Rik’s pro- 
cedure with the m.N-R method for the one-dimensional 
problem of Fig. 2(a). 

A MODIFIED RIKS METHOD 
Even having substituted the m.N-R method for the 

N-R procedure, Rik’s technique is still not suitable for 
use with the standard finite element method. Un- 
fortunately, the direct simultaneous solution of eqns ( 1) 
and (2) destroys the symmetric banded nature of the 
equilibrium equations (eqns 2) on then own (with i. 
taken as a constant). Fortunately, the problem can be 
overcome by adopting a technique similar to that 
advocated by Batoz and Dhatt [5] for standard “dis- 
placement control”. Using such a procedure, eqn (2) 
is re-written to express the out-of-balance force vector 
(or gradient of the total potential energy), g. as: 

g(A.+fsi)=g(n)-&q=o. (3) 
Consequently, the iterative change (6,) given by the 
m.N-R method, can be expressed as: 

ai= -K-‘g(l,+SLi)=6Ai,)+6i,S, (4) 
where S,&) is the standard iterative change for some 
known fixed out-of-balance force vector, g,&) with 
known ii and K is the tangent stiffness matrix at the 
beginning of the “load increment”, i.e. 

&ii)= -K-‘g,&) (5) 
while Jr is the tangential displacement. 

Sr=K-‘q (61 
which was required for the original tangential solution 

APO = A&6, (7) 
with Ai, being some assumed initial incremental 
loading parameter (see Fig 2) and Api being the incre- 
mental displacement vector such that 

hPi+l =Api+6,. (81 

Instead of applying the constraint of eqn (1), numerical 
experience has shown that it is preferable to fix the 
“incremental length”, Al, in N dimensional space. i.e. 
eqn ( 1) is replaced by 

Ap’Api= Al= (9) 
for all iterations, i. Substituting from eqns (4) and (8) 
into eqn (9) gives the following quadratic equation for 
the change, 61, in the loading parameter: 

a,6$+a,&,+a,=O (10) 

where 

a, =&ST 

a2=2(LiPi+&&))T6~ (11) 
a,=(Api+~~ii))T(Ap,+6,Jli,))-A12. 

The two roots of this scalar quadratic equation will be 
designated 6&r and 6&. To avoid “doubling back” on 
the original load/deiIection path, the ‘angle” between 
the incremental displacement vector, APi before the 
present iteration, and the incremental vector. AP,+, 
after the current iteration, should be positive. From 

r(u, 𝜆) = −f𝑖(u) + 𝜆f𝑒(u)
!= 0

Riks arc-length method (����) [��]
Solve for u𝑘+1 = u𝑘 + Δu, 𝜆𝑘+1 = 𝜆𝑘 + Δ𝜆 in
an incremental procedure such that

0 = −f𝑖(u𝑘+1) + 𝜆𝑘+1f𝑒(u𝑘+1) (�)

0 = ΔuTΔu + 𝜓(Δ𝜆f𝑒)T(Δ𝜆f𝑒) − Δ𝑠2 (�)

→ augmented algebraic system (ndof + �)

Crisfield’s approach (����) [��]
▶ linearise (�) and isolate NR corrections

du𝑖 and du𝑒 through two linear solves
▶ solve (�) for correction d𝜆
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Continuation | arc-length à la Crisfield in dolfiny
▶ SNESBlockProblem interfaces to PETSc SNES

▶ Crisfield as thin wrapper around SNESBlockProblem
▶ custom update method to SNES solver realises Crisfield’s approach
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Continuation | arc-length à la Crisfield in dolfiny
▶ SNESBlockProblem interfaces to PETSc SNES

▶ Crisfield as thin wrapper around SNESBlockProblem
▶ custom update method to SNES solver realises Crisfield’s approach

# Define state as (ordered) list of functions
m, δm = [u, r], [δu, δr]

# Load factor
λ = dolfinx.fem.Constant(mesh, 1.0)

# Define form involving the load factor
f = -f_i + λ * f_e

# Overall form (as list of forms)
F = dolfiny.function.extract_blocks(f, δm)

import dolfiny.snesblockproblem

# Create nonlinear problem: SNES
problem = dolfiny.snesblockproblem.SNESBlockProblem(F, m, bcs)

# Load increment procedure
for factor in np.linspace(0.0, 1.0, 20):

λ.value = factor # set/update load factor
problem.solve() # solve nonlinear problem

+++ Processing load factor λ = 0.4750

### SNES iteration 0
# sub 0 |x|=2.730e+01 |dx|=3.689e-08 |r|=2.500e+01 (u)
# sub 1 |x|=5.101e+01 |dx|=8.504e-08 |r|=1.123e-11 (r)
# all |x|=5.785e+01 |dx|=9.270e-08 |r|=2.500e+01

### SNES iteration 1
# sub 0 |x|=2.889e+01 |dx|=1.777e+00 |r|=7.078e+02 (u)
# sub 1 |x|=5.341e+01 |dx|=3.531e+00 |r|=1.493e+01 (r)
# all |x|=6.072e+01 |dx|=3.952e+00 |r|=7.080e+02

...

### SNES iteration 6
# sub 0 |x|=2.879e+01 |dx|=8.100e-06 |r|=2.980e-08 (u)
# sub 1 |x|=5.319e+01 |dx|=1.887e-05 |r|=5.139e-10 (r)
# all |x|=6.048e+01 |dx|=2.053e-05 |r|=2.980e-08
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Continuation | arc-length à la Crisfield in dolfiny
▶ SNESBlockProblem interfaces to PETSc SNES
▶ Crisfield as thin wrapper around SNESBlockProblem
▶ custom update method to SNES solver realises Crisfield’s approach

# Define state as (ordered) list of functions
m, δm = [u, r], [δu, δr]

# Load factor
λ = dolfinx.fem.Constant(mesh, 1.0)

# Define form involving the load factor
f = -f_i + λ * f_e

# Overall form (as list of forms)
F = dolfiny.function.extract_blocks(f, δm)

import dolfiny.snesblockproblem

# Create nonlinear problem: SNES
problem = dolfiny.snesblockproblem.SNESBlockProblem(F, m, bcs)

import dolfiny.continuation

# Create continuation problem context
continuation = dolfiny.continuation.Crisfield(problem, λ)

# Initialise continuation problem
continuation.initialise(ds)

# Arc-length procedure with Crisfield update
for k in range(20):

continuation.solve_step(ds)

*** Continuation step 6

### SNES iteration 0
# sub 0 |x|=1.056e+01 |dx|=2.465e-07 |r|=9.655e+02 (u)
# sub 1 |x|=2.140e+01 |dx|=4.804e-07 |r|=1.517e+01 (r)
# all |x|=2.386e+01 |dx|=5.399e-07 |r|=9.656e+02
# arc |x|=7.540e-01 |dx|=0.000e+00 |r|=2.602e-18 (λ)

...

### SNES iteration 4
# sub 0 |x|=1.059e+01 |dx|=5.244e-03 |r|=3.021e-03 (u)
# sub 1 |x|=2.130e+01 |dx|=9.689e-03 |r|=6.003e-05 (r)
# all |x|=2.378e+01 |dx|=1.102e-02 |r|=3.022e-03
# arc |x|=7.347e-01 |dx|=9.343e-06 |r|=0.000e+00 (λ)

### SNES iteration 5
# sub 0 |x|=1.058e+01 |dx|=4.939e-07 |r|=1.010e-09 (u)
# sub 1 |x|=2.129e+01 |dx|=9.135e-07 |r|=6.241e-12 (r)
# all |x|=2.377e+01 |dx|=1.039e-06 |r|=1.010e-09
# arc |x|=7.347e-01 |dx|=8.853e-10 |r|=1.952e-17 (λ)
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Summary and outlook

https://github.com/michalhabera/dolfiny

Now
▶ TDC as re-formulation of existing models for thin-walled structures
▶ TDC demo for truss, membrane, beam and shell (nonlinear)
▶ supports higher-order triangle and quadrilateral meshes
▶ continuation method (Crisfield’s approach to arc-length procedure)
▶ equilibrium paths associated with snap-through and snap-back

Future
▶ explore robustness of various (mixed) formulations in TDC setting
▶ coupling domains of different topological dimension
▶ further improvement of continuation interface
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https://github.com/michalhabera/dolfiny
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